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Abstract
Event-related oscillatory brain activity during language perception differs from activity occurring during the processing of comparable
non-language stimuli. This fact became apparent in the observation of changes in the normalized spectral power of magnetoencephalographic ŽMEG. signals during the subject’s processing of these stimuli. MEG was recorded over the left and right hemispheres of 12
right-handed subjects. During the experimental session, bisyllablic content words and physically similar non-language stimuli were
presented with equal probability in a randomized order in either the visual or auditory modality. Approximately 15% of these stimuli were
marked and the subject’s task was to detect these marked stimuli. As a major characteristic of language vs. non-language processing, we
obtained an enhancement of the normalized spectral power around 240 ms in the 60–65-Hz band over the left hemisphere for the
language condition and over the right hemisphere for the non-language condition, independent of the modality of stimulus presentation.
Starting at approximately the same latency but in lower-frequency bands Ž15–45-Hz., an extended Ž250–600 ms. reduction of normalized
spectral power was observed. This reduction, although it generally confirmed previous results, differed in that no hemisphere-specific
reduction was found for the processing of words. A domain-specific enhancement of normalized spectral power was also evident around
800–1200 ms in the 15–30-Hz band. In the auditory condition, this enhancement of the normalized spectral power was larger after the
presentation of language stimuli whereas in the visual condition a larger enhancement of the normalized spectral power was obtained after
presentation of non-language stimuli. As this latter effect appears relatively late after the stimulus onset and differs in expression for both
modalities of stimulus presentation, a simple relationship between language perception and oscillatory brain dynamics can be excluded for
this enhancement. In contrast, the left hemispheric enhancement of the normalized spectral power present around 240 ms in the 60–65-Hz
band seems to reflect oscillatory pattern specific to the processing of words.
Keywords: Magnetoencephalography; MEG; Visual evoked magnetic field; Auditory evoked magnetic field; Language; Lexical processing; Cell assembly;
Oscillatory brain activity

1. Introduction
By using a variety of imaging and measurement techniques, such as Positron Emission Tomography ŽPET. and
functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging ŽfMRI., which
deliver a relatively static view of metabolic changes in
activated brain regions w14,33x, as well as methods, such as
EEG and MEG, functional changes in human brain activity
have been repeatedly examined in an attempt to analyse
the short term alterations of brain activity which are
)
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associated with language processing. Although several ERP
components related to language processing have been described, the language specificity of the different ERP
components is still under discussion and a search for other
parameters indicating this specificity seems to be necessary Žfor a review, see w9,10,21,22,31x..
An alternative method of quantifying changes in brain
activity is to evaluate brain rhythms, a method which has
been used since the beginning of EEG analyses w2x and
was recently applied successfully to the evaluation of
movement-related activity w20,36x as well as to the investigation of spontaneous brain rhythms, such as a- or murhythm w42x, and to the description of processes during
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language perception and production w19,35,25,38x. The
spectral composition of EEG and MEG data can be obtained with a comparably high temporal resolution Žwithin
limitations given by the ‘uncertainty principle’., using
short-time spectral analyses w15,27x. Depending on the
required frequency band and its bandwidth, the time resolution of this technique is better than hundreds of milliseconds allowing for a successful evaluation of dynamical
patterns of brain activity. Moreover, this approach warrants that the brain signals of time- but not phase-looked
processes are preserved after averaging across repeated
events, thus, revealing aspects of brain activity that are not
visible with time-domain analysis.
The neurophysiological plausibility of the evaluation of
brain rhythms in different frequency bands is given by a
number of experimental findings reviewed by Steriade et
al. w46x and Lopes da Silva w23x. The question of whether
oscillations in neuronal networks, as reflected in brain
waves, are merely epiphenomena or reflect general functions is still under debate. It has been suggested that
higher-frequency oscillations Ž) 20 Hz. may mediate the
formation of assemblies of neurons that represent a given
stimulus pattern. The activity of such an assembly of
neurons or cell assembly w12x is characterized by the
coherent firing of large groups of neurons. Experimental
evidence for coherent neuronal activity induced by changes
in essential features of sensory stimuli comes from local
slow wave field-, single- and multi-unit recordings from
the olfactory system and the visual system of animals
w4,7,13,44x. If these coherently activated neurons represent
some part of a cortical cell assembly, then cell assemblies
can be assumed to be the units by which elementary
cortical functions are realized. Thus, one way of exploring
these distinct cognitive processes in the human brain could
be to measure coherent oscillations with non-invasive techniques, such as EEG or MEG.
For the detectability of cell assembly activity using
MEG recordings, the number of coherently activated neurons and their spatial distribution is critical. Previously,
only simulation studies were available to estimate the
number of neurons belonging to one cell assembly. Aertsen and coworkers w1x recently reported sizes of cell
assemblies ranging from a few thousand to several ten
thousand neurons, with a fraction of 1r10–1r5 of the
assembly activated at any given moment Žwithin a 2–4-ms
time window.. This means in the ideal case that about
twenty thousand neurons of one cell assembly could be
activated at a time. As pointed out by Wikswo w49x, the
combined activity of ten to one-hundred thousand neurons
is necessary to generate a magnetic field detectable outside
the skull. From these considerations, it is clear that only
large, not too widely distributed cell assemblies can be
detected non-invasively. Given that the estimated number
of neurons belonging to one cell assembly is correct, MEG
recordings of cell assembly activation may operate near
the boundary of detectability. Indeed, in a pattern motion

study, Valdes-Sosa et al. w47x did not find an increase in
the g-band EEG power when bars moved more coherently,
as predicted from previous animal studies reviewed by
Singer w44x. One explanation may be that stimulation included a full visual field and that a part of the induced
oscillatory brain activity was canceled out for neuroanatomical reasons. Comparable studies presenting relevant stimuli in a single visual hemifield were able to detect
induced g-band responses over the occipital brain regions
w26,29x illustrating that not only the number of neurons
belonging to one cell assembly is important but also their
spatial arrangement.
w3x ‘neuroBased on Braitenberg and Pulvermuller’s
¨
logical theory of language’ Žsee also w37x., it is assumed
that large cell assemblies are activated during the perception of linguistic elements, such as words. This theory
maintains that the presentation of words to an active
listener leads to a subsequent activation of specific cortical
cell assemblies which results in a fast, periodic, coordinated activation of a large number of neurons. Pulvermuller
¨
et al. w38x and Lutzenberger et al. w25x go on to suggest that
this periodic activity can be quantified by calculating the
spectral power changes as compared to a baseline level in
the frequency bands of ) 20 Hz. It is maintained that
word perception should lead to a cell assembly ignition
and, thus, enhance the spectral power compared to the
baseline. In contrast, it is theorized that the perception of
stimuli, such as non-words or non-language stimuli similar
to those applied in the present study, are not expected to
activate large and strongly coupled cell assemblies and that
no change in the spectral power with respect to the baseline should follow.
In the present study, language and non-language stimuli
which were matched for physical structure and complexity
were used. In order to test the assumption that different
input modalities initiate the same neuronal subsystems
responsible for language processing w16,30,43x, stimuli
were delivered both in the auditory and visual modality. If
this assumption holds true, a similar topography of language-related effects can be expected for both modalities
of stimulus presentation but not for effects obtained with
the non-language stimuli.
One goal of this study was to quantify stimulus-induced
changes in the oscillatory brain activity and to analyse
whether or not these changes were different for the perception of language compared to non-language stimuli. In
addition, the study aimed to examine the dependence of
these changes on the modality of stimulus presentation
and, if possible, to analyse the topographical aspects and
hemispheric lateralization of these changes. One final goal
was to examine whether or not the changes in oscillatory
brain activity could be explained by an activity of wordspecific cell assemblies, as suggested in the ‘neurological
theory of language’ w3x. In this case, one would expect to
see an enhancement of spectral power in the g-band in
response to the auditory and visual presentation of lan-
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guage stimuli over brain regions relevant for language
processing. In contrast, the non-language stimuli should
induce topographically different alterations in g-band activity.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Subjects
Twelve right-handed subjects Žsix female and six male.
aged 22–32 years Žmedian age 26.5 years. participated in
the experiment. Handedness was determined using the
Edinburgh handedness questionnaire w32x. Two subjects
were excluded from further analyses who had a laterality
score - 90% as well as a high artifact rejection ratio. The
mean laterality score across the remaining 10 subjects was
100. None of their close family members Žparents, siblings. were left-handed.
2.2. Stimuli and procedure
42 German words belonging to the lexical class of
content words and 42 different non-language stimuli were
used for presentation. An equal number of blocks with
stimuli either in the visual or the auditory modality were
delivered. The experiment consisted of four recording
blocks Žauditory and visual stimulation respectively, for
the left and the right hemisphere.. The order of blocks was
balanced across subjects with the constraint that half of the
subjects were measured over the left hemisphere first and
that half of these subjects started with the auditory modality. For each subject, a total of 252 stimulirexperimental
condition were delivered.
Words were bisyllablic, with each syllable following a
consonant-vowel pattern. The consonants of the first syllable were all plosives Žrbr, rpr, rdr, rtr, rgr, rkr..
Non-language stimuli were derived from the language
stimuli by modification of their physical characteristics.
In the visual condition, stimuli consisted of four black
characters on a light grey background. Words were written
using the Geneva font; the non-language stimuli consisted
of false font characters Žsee Fig. 1.. Visual stimuli were
presented for 400 ms by means of a non-magnetic stimulus
delivery system based on a fiber optic. The interstimulus
interval was varied randomly from 1.8 to 2.2 s. The screen
was positioned 60–70 cm from the subject’s eyes. During
the measurement, a frame Žvisual angles: 3.18 vertical, 6.88
horizontal. was displayed continuously on the screen and
subjects were asked to fixate their gaze on the middle of
the frame. Stimuli were presented in the centre of the
frame, with the maximum size being 1.48 vertical and 4.18
horizontal.
For the auditory blocks, words were spoken by a professional female speaker and digitally recorded. In order to
make them physically similar, stimuli were equalized in

Fig. 1. Examples of visual language- and non-language stimuli out of a
set of 42 different variantsrstimulus class. Target stimuli were derived
from the non-target stimuli by cutting out a small rectangle of one of the
characters. In the bottom part of the figure, a visual language stimulus as
it was delivered during the experimental session is shown. Respective
visual angles are indicated.

duration and as much as possible in their onset characteristics. The non-language stimuli were the spoken words
played backwards. The binaurally presented auditory stimuli Ž75–80 dB SL. had a duration of 570 ms and were
delivered using an echo-free non-magnetic stimulus delivery system with the same pause between stimulus presentations as in the visual condition.
In creating the subject’s task the following goals were
taken into consideration: Ža. identical attentional level to
both classes of stimuli; Žb. no impact of movement-related
brain activity on relevant epochs due to responses; and Žc.
restriction to lower-order linguistic processes, such as word
perception. The first two points were realized by using a
target detection task for which targets were recruited from
both stimulus classes, similarly manipulated, and presented
with equal probability. In order to satisfy point c, subjects
simply attended language and non-language stimuli without performing any specific linguistic task. As suggested
by experimental results on the ‘word superiority effect’
w40,48x, meaningful words are processed differently than
non-words even when not required by the experimental
procedure.
Target stimuli were inserted into the sequence of language and non-language stimuli occurring with a probability of 15%. The targets were identical to the set of stimuli
described above, with the exception that for the visual
stimuli a small rectangle was cut out with an area of
approximately 40% of one of the characters ŽFig. 1. and
that for the auditory modality 60 ms of the original stimuli
were substituted by a two-tone sound Ž880 and 1109 Hz.
starting randomly at 100–400 ms after stimulus onset. The
subject’s task was to detect the targets and to respond by
pressing a button as quickly and accurately as possible.
The presentation of language- and non-language- targets
was equiprobable and the subjects had no language vs.
non-language decisions to make in the course of the
experimental session. The monitoring task was used to
focus the subject’s attention to the stimuli. Because there
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were relatively few targets for this task, brain responses to
these stimuli were not analysed.
During an instructional session prior to the experiment,
all participants were able to identify all words and target
stimuli with an accuracy of 100%. During the preparation
for the measurement and during the instructional session,
the stimuli were repeatedly presented to the subjects in
order to prevent repetition effects to occur later in the
experiment.
2.3. MEG measurements
Neuromagnetic data were recorded using a 37-channel
neuromagnetometer ŽMagnes, Biomagnetic Technologies;
consisting of first-order axial gradiometers with 5-cm baseline; pick-up coils are arranged in an array of concentric
circles with a diameter of 14.4 cm.. Measurements were
carried out in a magnetically shielded room. The sensor
array was centred sequentially over the left and the right
supratemporal cortex about 1.5 cm superior to the T3 or
the T4 electrode position of the 10–20 system, respectively. The head position relative to sensor pickup coils
was measured by a sensor position indicator. The horizontal and vertical EOG and the button press were also
registered. Subjects were lying on their side with their
head fixated by a vacuum cushion. They were instructed to
avoid eye blinks and head movements and to carry out the
monitoring task carefully. Continuous data were recorded
in 13-min blocks at a sampling rate of 297.6 Hz with a
passband of 0.03–100 Hz.
2.4. Data analysis
Averaged waveforms were calculated for each hemisphere and modality of stimulus presentation selectively
for the language and the non-language condition. Button
press-free epochs of 1500 ms, including a 300-ms prestimulus baseline, were extracted from the continuous data.
Artifact-contaminated epochs with a signal deviation of
) 2.5 pT in the MEG and 120 mV in the EOG were
excluded from the mean values. The averaged waveforms
were digitally filtered using a low-pass filter of 20 Hz Ž12
dBroct..
For frequency domain analyses, a method similar to the
event-related perturbation analyses w27x was applied. In
epochs of artifact-free raw data Žsame rejection criteria as
reported above., power spectral estimates were derived
from Fourier transforms on pairs Žoverlapping by one half.
of 107-ms Welch-windowed segments, logarithmized and
selectively averaged for each segment around stimulus
onset and experimental condition, i.e. modality of stimulus
presentation, hemisphere of measurement and stimulus
class. Nine time segments were equidistantly situated
within a 600-ms interval before stimulus onset Žbaseline.
and 21 segments after stimulus onset within an interval of
1200 ms. After averaging, the exponential was calculated

to yield spectral power estimates. Only spectral power
changes in frequency bands of ) 7 Hz were considered.
Under these constraints, a frequency resolution of 4.6 Hz
was obtained. In order to examine whether or not the
observed high-frequency effects are in part an epiphenomenon of equivalent changes in the a-band w17x, the full
power spectrum was evaluated.
The mean power spectra were transformed with respect
to baseline-related changes in two different ways. First,
normalized mean power spectra were calculated by dividing each singular mean spectral power within one frequency bin by the mean spectral power across all corresponding baseline segments. A second parameter was the
portion of single trial spectral power estimates below or
above the mean single trial baseline spectral power Žrelative gain.. This parameter was obtained by comparing the
spectral power for a window position with the respective
baseline values separately for all experimental conditions
and timerfrequency bins. This relative gain is insensitive
to occasional deviant spectral power estimates and was
used to verify differences occurring in normalized spectral
power.
In order to further reduce the data and to obtain estimates that are not affected by small alterations in the
location or orientation of the generating brain regions and
that show little dependency on individual variations of
brain anatomy, the normalized spectral power and the
relative gain were collapsed across all 37 channels above
one hemisphere. This led to a smoothing and to a reduction
of effects when significant changes in spectral power were
only local. Furthermore, topographical information was
reduced to hemispheric differences. However, the mean
differences between experimental conditions were small
and it was preferred to use robust parameters and conservative statistical testing. For a more detailed topographical
analysis of effects found with the conservatively reduced
data, three submean values of 12 magnetic channels were

Fig. 2. Projection of the 37 channels of the used MEG device on a left
hemispheric scheme of a head. Different symbols indicate the channels
used for submean values of normalized spectral power for more detailed
topographical analyses. Circles represent the frontotemporal, rectangles
the centroparietal and triangles the temporooccipital brain regions. Axes
demonstrate approximate locations of the posterior–anterior Žx. and
inferior–superior directed axes of a head-centred coordinate system.
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calculated. The averaged channels were situated over the
frontotemporal, the centroparietal and the temporooccipital
brain regions. Across subjects, the brain regions were
aligned with the middle channel of the sensor array which
was positioned 1.5 cm superior above the T3 or the T4
electrode position in all subjects and with the most superior channel of the sensor array Žsee Fig. 2..
The normalized spectral power and the relative gain
were statistically tested as dependent variables for differences using three-way univariate ANOVAs for a 2-MODALITIES Žauditory vs. visual. = 2 STIMULUS CLASSES Žlanguage
vs. non-language. = 2 HEMISPHERES Žleft vs. right. design
Žrepeated measures.. ANOVAs were carried out for
timerfrequency bins where the grand mean of the normalized spectral power across all subjects exceeded the baseline level by 1% in at least one of the experimental
conditions. Effects were reported only if both the normalized spectral power and the relative gain indicated statistical significance Ž P - 0.05..
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Fig. 4. This figure illustrates for one experimental condition how the
isocontour plots used in Fig. 5 were derived from the normalized spectral
power values of all timerfrequency bins. The x-axis represents the
frequency, the y-axis the latency and the z-axis the normalized spectral
power. The surface plot indicates the changes in normalized spectral
power in the time-frequency plane. The same information is illustrated in
the bottom part using an isocontour plot with a contour step of 1.5%. A
normalized spectral power of 1 corresponds to the mean spectral power
across nine prestimulus time windows Žseparately calculated for each
frequency band.. A normalized spectral power of 1.06 indicates their
enhancement by 6% above baseline level.

3. Results
3.1. Performance data
In the auditory condition, the mean reaction time to
target stimuli was 778 ms Žthe mean onset time of the
target maker was 270 ms after stimulus onset. and the
mean error rate was 5%. Parameters showed no difference
between the language and the non-language condition. In

Fig. 3. Grand mean event-related field waveforms across all subjects for
all experimental conditions measured above the left and the right hemisphere are seen here. The two channels with maximum ingoing and
outgoing magnetic fields in the latency range of 400–600 ms of the
auditory language condition were chosen for each subject and were then
taken for the other experimental conditions. The dotted line represents the
non-language condition; the solid line the language condition. The onand off-set as well as the duration of stimuli in the two modalities of
stimulus presentation are indicated in the bottom part of the figure. Only
100 ms of the 300-ms baseline were plotted.

the visual condition, the mean reaction time to target
stimuli in the language condition was 617 ms with a mean
error rate of 3% but 536 ms to non-language targets with a
mean error rate of 16%. The influence of the STIMULUS
CLASS on both the reaction time and the error rate in the
visual condition was statistically significant Ž P - 0.001..
3.2. WaÕeforms
In order to determine general data quality as well as
consistency of results with other EEG and MEG studies,
signals for two channels were separately grand averaged
across all subjects under all experimental conditions. Results are shown in Fig. 3. The two channels chosen for
each subject were the channels with the maximum ingoing
and outgoing magnetic field in the latency range of 400–
600 ms of the auditory language condition. The same
channels were then taken for the other experimental conditions. The first prominent component in the auditory evoked
field is the N1m, which is suppressed in the non-language
condition. Around 400–600 ms, a high amplitude component occurs which has their ingoing and outgoing magnetic
fields at approximately the same sensors as the N1m in the
auditory modality. This component is present for all experimental conditions and seems to correspond to the magnetic N400 ŽN4m.. Its amplitude is more pronounced for
the non-language condition as compared to the language
condition, independent of presentation modality or hemisphere 1.

1
Detailed analyses of the component characteristics, such as their
amplitude and source parameters, will be reported in a forthcoming
publication.
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3.3. AÕeraged normalized spectral power
Changes of the normalized spectral power averaged
across subjects in all timerfrequency windows for all
experimental conditions are illustrated Žfor a detailed de-

scription of how to interpret the isocontour plots, see Fig.
4. in Fig. 5 .
There are two major timerfrequency regions where the
spectral power is enhanced compared to the baseline and
one timerfrequency region showing a reduction of spectral

Fig. 5. Normalized spectral power for all timerfrequency bins averaged across all channels and then across all subjects is presented here, for all
experimental conditions. The left and right parts of the figure illustrate the results from the left and the right hemisphere, respectively. The upper part of the
figure displays the results from the auditory condition and the lower part that from the visual condition. In each picture, the x-axis represents the
frequency, the y-axis the latency and the level of normalized spectral power is indicated by isocontour lines. Solid lines used for timerfrequency areas of
enhanced normalized spectral power by ) 1.5%; dotted lines indicate a reduction of normalized spectral power by ) 1.5%. The contour step is "1.5% up
to "9% and then "3%.
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power in most of the experimental conditions. Regions of
enhanced spectral power occur around 129 ms in the
9.3–18.6-Hz bands and around 883 ms in the 13.9–32.5-Hz
bands. It is easy to see that the enhancement at 129 ms is
less pronounced during the perception of auditory non-language stimuli 2 whereas the enhancement around 883 ms
depends greatly on the modality of stimulus presentation.
In the auditory condition, the enhancement at 883 ms is
larger during the perception of language stimuli whereas in
the visual condition non-language stimuli leads to a more
increased enhancement of the normalized spectral power.
A reduction of normalized spectral power is seen around
345 ms in the 13.9–41.8-Hz range. This reduction and the
enhancement of normalized spectral power around 883 ms
have their maximum deviations from the baseline level in
approximately the same frequency bands around 20 Hz
and seemed to be related, sequentially occurring effects
which take place in response to the task. A further enhancement of normalized spectral power in frequency bands
of - 15 Hz around 400 ms was only evident in the visual
condition. An extended view of the normalized spectral
power changes for the 18.6- and 60.3-Hz frequency bands
as a function of time is presented in Fig. 6.
Spectral power estimates were derived from 161-ms
time segments. Due to this temporal uncertainty, we did
not have to postulate an absolute synchrony of the stimulus
processing of the two modalities, making statistical testing
within every time window reasonable. Statistically significant effects were mostly obtained in several adjacent
timerfrequency windows. Detailed results, however, will
be reported for the timerfrequency windows with the
maximum deviations of normalized spectral power from
the baseline level if both the spectral power and the
relative gain indicated statistical significance. The latency
and frequency values reported in the following text indicate the middle latency as well as the middle frequency of
the corresponding 161-ms time and 4.6-Hz frequency windows.
A statistically significant STIMULUS CLASS by HEMISPHERE interaction Ž F1r9 s 7.42; P - 0.03. was found in
the time window centred at 237 ms in the 60.3-Hz and
65.0-Hz bands. As seen in Fig. 7, the mean normalized
spectral power was enhanced over the left hemisphere for
the language condition Žq1.7%. and over the right hemisphere for the non-language condition Žq1.5%. during
both modalities of stimulation. Changes in the spectral
power for the respectively opposite hemispheres did not
exceed a 1% interval around the baseline. For a more
detailed topographical analysis of this effect, submean

2
Changes in spectral characteristics of this timerfrequency bin were
similar to the amplitude differences of ERF components in that latency
range. Effects are mainly explained by differences in onset characteristics
of the language and non-language stimuli and will not be reported in
detail.
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Fig. 6. Waveforms demonstrate the normalized spectral power averaged
across all channels and then across all subjects as a function of time for
the frequency band around 18.6 Hz for all experimental conditions Župper
panel.. At the lower panel, the frequency band around 60.3 Hz is shown.
Here, the spectral power was averaged across centroparietal brain regions
for the auditory modality and across temporooccipital brain regions for
the visual modality. The dotted line represents the non-language condition; the solid line indicates the language condition.

values of the normalized spectral power from channels
over the frontotemporal, the centroparietal and the temporooccipital brain regions were calculated. Mean values
of the normalized spectral power are shown in Fig. 7 for
all experimental conditions and brain regions. These mean
values indicate that the right hemispheric enhancement of
the normalized spectral power for the non-language condition is well-expressed over the centroparietal brain region
for both modalities of stimulus presentation whereas the
left hemispheric enhancement of normalized spectral power
for the language condition is situated over the temporooccipital brain region for both the auditory and the visual
modality. The largest left hemispheric enhancement of the
normalized spectral power for the language condition is
seen for the auditory condition over the centroparietal
brain region. Statistical analyses using the BRAIN REGIONS
Žthree levels. as an additional repeated measures factor
revealed on top of the STIMULUS CLASS by HEMISPHERE
interaction Ž F1r9 s 9.51; P - 0.02. a significant main effect of the BRAIN REGIONS Ž F2r14 s 4.44; P - 0.04.. The
BRAIN REGIONS did not, however, significantly interact with
other repeated measures factors. Posthoc Scheffe´ comparisons suggested that the main effect was mostly caused by
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Fig. 7. Normalized spectral power averaged across all channels Žleft., or across three brain regions Žright. and then across subjects separately for all
experimental conditions is displayed here for the 237-ms time and 60.3-Hz frequency bin. Below the diagram, the middle latency and frequency of the
selected timerfrequency bin as well as the corresponding brain region is indicated. Filled symbols represent the language condition, empty symbols the
non-language condition. The auditory condition is symbolized by diamonds, the visual condition by triangles. Corresponding parameters from the left and
the right hemisphere are connected by a dotted line. Error bars indicate between-subject variability ŽS.E. values..

differences between centroparietal and frontotemporal brain
regions Ž P - 0.04..
Approximately at the same latency, a well-pronounced
reduction of normalized spectral power begins which is
largest in the 18.6-Hz frequency and 237-ms time bin. As
indicated in Fig. 8, the mean reduction of normalized
spectral power was larger for the auditory language stimuli
than for the corresponding non-language stimuli. The opposite was true for the visual condition. The ANOVA
revealed a significant STIMULUS CLASS by MODALITY interaction Ž F1r9 s 7.21; P - 0.03.. It can be seen in Fig. 8
that for the auditory condition, the reduction of the normalized spectral power is larger over the right hemisphere as
compared to the left hemisphere whereas the visual condition produced a larger reduction in the left hemisphere.
The opposite effect can then be observed for the non-language condition. The ANOVA yielded a statistically significant MODALITY by HEMISPHERE interaction Ž F1r9 s 8.93;
P - 0.02..
For the reduction in normalized spectral power, a
modality-independent statistically significant effect of the
STIMULUS CLASS could also be observed. This was evident
in timerfrequency bins outside the maximum reduction of
normalized spectral power, viz. in the frequency bands
37.1 and 41.8 Hz, for the time window centred at 291 ms

Fig. 8. Normalized spectral power averaged across all channels and
subjects for all experimental conditions is displayed here for three
timerfrequency bins. The middle latency and frequency of the selected
timerfrequency bins indicating a reduction in normalized spectral power
is shown below the diagram Žfor symbols, see Fig. 7.

as well as for the 41.8-Hz band at 345 ms. The main effect
of STIMULUS CLASS was most powerful for 37.1-Hz band
Ž F1r9 s 11.08; P - 0.009.. Independent of hemisphere and
stimulus modality, normalized spectral power was more
reduced compared to the baseline during the perception of
language stimuli Žy1.7%. than in the non-language condition Žy0.2%.. The differences in mean normalized spectral power between experimental conditions are illustrated
in Fig. 8.
In the time window centred at 506 ms at 41.8-Hz band,
the ANOVA revealed a statistically significant STIMULUS
CLASS by HEMISPHERE interaction Ž F1r9 s 12.53; P 0.007.. Main effects of STIMULUS CLASS Ž F1r9 s 3.66. and
HEMISPHERE Ž F1r9 s 4.17. did not reach the significance
level Ž P - 0.09.. Whereas the changes in spectral power
for the non-language condition as well as for both stimulus
classes over the left hemisphere did not exceed a 1%
interval around the baseline, a mean reduction of normalized spectral power of 2.1% across both modalities was
found over the right hemisphere. Posthoc Scheffe´ comparisons suggested that the interaction originated mainly from
language non-language differences in the right hemisphere
Ž P - 0.03. and by interhemispheric differences in the language condition Ž P - 0.03..
Figs. 5 and 6 demonstrate the pronounced enhancement
of normalized spectral power compared to the baseline
around 883 ms in the 18.6–32.5-Hz bands and its interaction with the modality of stimulus presentation. For example, it can be seen here that the enhancement in the
language condition is larger for the auditory modality but
lower for the visual modality. The largest enhancement of
normalized spectral power was obtained at the 937-ms
time and 18.6-Hz frequency window. The ANOVA revealed a statistically significant STIMULUS CLASS by MODALITY interaction Ž F1r9 s 8.50; P - 0.02..
4. Discussion
Performance data indicated that the subject’s attention
to the analysed non-target stimuli was adequate. Auditory
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and visual presentation of language and non-language
stimuli elicited a characteristic pattern of changes in normalized spectral power Žand of the relative gain., which
was modulated by independent variables, such as STIMULUS
CLASS, and HEMISPHERE, but also by the MODALITY of
stimulus presentation. Among all modality-independent effects of the STIMULUS CLASS, only the effect in the 60-Hz
band indicated the activation of brain structures specific
for linguistic processing in relevant brain structures. This
higher frequency effect was obtained around 237 ms in the
60.3- and 65.0-Hz bands and showed a left hemispheric
enhancement of normalized spectral power during the processing of the language stimuli clearly pronounced for
both modalities over temporooccipital scalp regions, i.e. in
the vicinity of Wernicke’s area. The right hemispheric
enhancement of normalized spectral power occurred during the processing of non-language stimuli and was best
expressed over centroparietal brain areas. Meanwhile, the
normalized spectral powers over the corresponding opposite hemisphere remained near the baseline level. This
result matches the predictions based on a cell assembly
theory of language w3x, i.e. word presentation should lead
to a cell assembly ignition, because an adequate stimulus
has been perceived, while presentation of non-language
stimuli should fail to ignite specific assemblies in the same
brain regions. Gamma-band responses Ž) 25 Hz. to words
should be stronger than responses to non-language stimuli
over brain regions processing the words. This hold true for
the present results which indicate an enhancement of the
g-band spectral power over the left hemisphere. As all
subjects were right-handed, one could expect that speech
would be predominantly processed in this region w24,39x.
From a general point of view, our 60-Hz result support
the thesis that language is processed predominantly in the
left hemisphere w5,18,28x but does not exclude the possibility that a considerable fraction of right hemispheric neurons were activated by the word stimuli w50x. A possible
explanation of our hemispheric difference is that the fraction of right hemispheric neurons involved in the cell
assembly is too small to be detected with the applied
measurement techniques. Evidence for such interhemispheric asymmetry of neuronal activity stems from PET
and fMRI studies w8,14,28,33x. The results for the non-language stimuli indicated a predominant activation of brain
regions in the right hemisphere, as assumed for the processing of visual-spatial information w11,41,45x.
The interpretation of spectral power changes in highfrequency bands is usually hampered by a possible influence of muscular activity which has its spectral power
maximum around 70 Hz w6x. The presently measured normalized spectral power peaked - 70 Hz. The topographical differences of normalized spectral power within hemispheres are not consistent with the distribution of muscular
activity.
Two other higher-frequency effects indicating
modality-independent differences in the perceptual pro-
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cesses for language and non-language stimuli are characterized by a reduction of the normalized spectral power
compared to the baseline level. Ž1. Normalized spectral
power was more reduced around 291 ms in the 37.1- and
41.8–Hz bands during the perception of language stimuli
as compared to non-language stimuli, independent of
modality for both hemispheres. Therefore, this reduction
cannot be explained as being due to the involvement of
hemisphere-specific brain structures of language processing. Ž2. Normalized spectral power was remarkable lower
around 506 ms in the 41.8-Hz band during the perception
of language stimuli as compared to non-language stimuli
in the language-non-dominant right hemisphere for both
modalities of stimulus presentation. In the left hemisphere,
normalized spectral power was slightly higher during the
perception of language stimuli as compared to non-language stimuli. The absolute level, however, was found to
be near the baseline.
The results around the 40-Hz band were obtained on the
border of the timerfrequency area of reduction of normalized spectral power. The largest reduction of normalized
spectral power, however, was found in the 15–25-Hz
band, where the pattern of changes indicated an influence
of the modality of stimulation. This implies that linguistically identical stimuli induced different changes in normalized spectral power depending on whether the language
was presented orally or visually. This result is incompatible with the idea that common neuronal subsystems responsible for language processing are initiated by language
stimuli delivered via different input modalities w16,30,43x.
Therefore, it may be concluded that the pronounced reduction of normalized spectral power in the 15–25-Hz band is
not a direct correlate of linguistic processing. In fact, this
reduction may be viewed as an event-related desynchronisation phenomenon, i.e. an electrophysiological correlate
of cortical activation occurring during stimulus processing,
motor output, motor preparation or preparation to process
sensory information w34x. According to this view, the
reduction in normalized spectral power observed here may
be interpreted as a correlate of a sensory modality-specific
cortical activation but not of linguistic processing.
The general effect found in the present study, viz. the
reduction of normalized spectral power around 300–600
ms, is in agreement with those results reported by Pulvermuller
¨ et al. w38x and Lutzenberger et al. w25x. However,
upon examining the finer structure of the previous study’s
results and interpretations notable differences tend to arise
in comparison to the present study. For example, in the
above-mentioned studies, a reduction of spectral power
compared to a baseline for a pseudoword condition was
measured over the language-dominant left hemisphere in
the latency range of 300–600 ms whereas the spectral
power in the 25–35-Hz band did not change in response to
word presentation. The authors explained these results,
shown in two separate experiments using EEG technique
and visual stimuli as well as MEG signals and auditory
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stimuli, as being in accordance with the model of Braitenw3x. At first, these results appear to
berg and Pulvermuller
¨
be contradictory to predictions based on the ‘neurological
theory of language’ but the results can be explained on the
basis of this theory if a long-lasting ignition of wordspecific cell assemblies is assumed influencing prestimulus
levels. This assumption seems reasonable given that in
these two studies subjects carried out a lexical decision as
well as a memory task during the experimental session.
In contrast to the previously cited studies, the present
experiment required that subjects detect target stimuli while
perceiving language and non-language stimuli. The greatest reduction of spectral power compared to baseline was
measured in a lower-frequency band Žaround 20 Hz. but
the difference between the language and non-language
condition was reversed for the auditory and the visual
condition. On the border of the timerfrequency area of
reduction of normalized spectral power Žaround 40 Hz., we
found a more pronounced reduction for the language condition over both hemispheres Žaround 291 ms. as well as
predominantly over the right hemisphere Žaround 506 ms.,
i.e. the pattern of reduction of normalized spectral power
did not point to cortical structures in the language-dominant hemisphere. For the time being, the specific nature of
the reduction of the normalized spectral power in the
15–45-Hz band remains unclear. What is clear, however,
is that the reduction in normalized spectral power around
300–600 ms indicates distinct differences in the processing
of the stimulus classes and, although it may be speculated
that the parameters relevant to this reduction reflect task
specificity rather than only stimulus specificity, the precise
functional role of these parameters still remains to be
clarified in further investigations.
Another characteristic enhancement of the normalized
spectral power was evident around 800–1200 ms in the
18.6–32.5-Hz band. In the auditory condition, the enhancement of normalized spectral power was larger after
the presentation of language stimuli whereas in the visual
condition a larger enhancement of the normalized spectral
power was obtained after presentation of non-language
stimuli. Only for the auditory modality did this effect seem
to be in accordance with the cell assembly model w3x.
Concerning the visual modality, one might argue that
subjects were still able to process non-language stimuli as
linguistic elements after some simple mental rotation of
the false font characters, yet this argument remains speculative. As the enhancement of normalized spectral power
appears relatively late, it can hardly serve as an indicator
for language perception processes. It may, however, reflect
linguistic repair mechanisms. In general, a simple relationship between language perception and oscillatory brain
dynamics can be excluded for the enhancement of normalized spectral power around 800–1200 ms in the 18.6–
32.5-Hz band. It is possible that this phenomenon is
related to higher-order cognitive processing, such as repair
mechanisms or even problem solving. On the other hand,

one might argue that this late enhancement of normalized
spectral power simply reflects a return of previously activated brain structures into a rest or idling state. In this
way, Pfurtscheller w34x explained the event-related synchronization of EEG activity which is best obtained during
the relaxed awake state, a comatose state, or during sleep.
In summary, the results of this study show that an
enhancement of the normalized spectral power compared
to a baseline level in the frequency band around 60 Hz and
the latency range around 300 ms might be interpreted as a
correlate of specific cognitive processing. In an experimental situation where simple lexical processing took place,
the normalized spectral power was predominantly enhanced over temporooccipital brain regions of the language-dominant left hemisphere. In contrast, during the
perception of visually and acoustically presented non-verbal
stimuli, the enhancement of the normalized spectral power
was largest over centroparietal areas of the right hemisphere. This result might be taken as evidence for the
activation of those cortical cell assemblies responsible for
language processing located for the most part in the left
hem isphere, thus, confirm ing Braitenberg and
w3x cell assembly theory of language proPulvermuller’s
¨
cessing. On the other hand, it might be taken as evidence
for the activation of other cortical cell assemblies situated
for the most part in the right hemisphere, thus, accounting
for the processing of non-verbal information w11x.
Changes of the normalized spectral power in other
timerfrequency bins indicated differences in the processing of stimulus classes not directly related to linguistic
processing. The reduction in normalized spectral power
Ž15–45 Hz. mirrored task specificity rather than stimulus
specificity alone. The late enhancement of normalized
spectral power Žaround 20 Hz. is possibly related to a
higher-order cognitive processing or may simply reflect
the return of a previously activated brain structures into a
resting or idling state.
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